













Within! a! hydropower! station,! by! optimizing! the! allocation! of! water! among!heterogeneous!hydropower!generation!units,!the!power!output!could!increase!using!same! amount! of! water! that! had! been! used! historically! which! maximums! the!benefits.!
The! purpose! of! this! project! is! to! propose! a! method! for! optimizing! powerhouse!function!within!one!reservoir!and!give!examples!for!10!federal!hydropower!station.!
Firstly,! two!unit! generation! function! approximation!methods!were! developed! and!compared!using!Least!Square!Cubic!Spline!with!Specified!End!Conditions!and!Least!Square! Quadratic! Spline.! Second! derivative! at! two! ends! were! estimated! using! a!quadratic! Lagrange! polynomial! fit! to! the! three! smallest! points! to! generate! an!approximate!of!the!first!derivative.!To!adjust!the!approximation!method!on!different!reservoirs,! different! number! of! intervals!was! applied! and! a! few! data! points!were!deleted.!In!this!way,!the!approximation!function!is!smooth.!




The! Fish! Passage! Plan! (FPP)! was! described! in! the! end! of! this! thesis.! FPP! is!developed! annually! by! the! U.S.! Army! Corps! of! Engineers! and! it! has! special!requirement! with! allocation! of! water! among! different! units.! Modification! of! the!loading!order!was!made!according!to!FPP.!
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Optimization!covers!a!broad!variety!of!topics!when!considering!the!performance!of!hydroelectric! plants! [Cook,! 2008].! Various! types! of! river! and! plant! models! [Yeh,!1985;!Wurbs,! 1993]! that! deal! with! parameters! having! a! system! wide! scope! are!necessary! for!such!optimization.!Optimal!operation!of!multiRreservoir!systems! is!a!complicated!optimization!problem!with!highR!dimensional,!dynamic,!nonlinear,!and!computationally!expensive!characteristics.!This!problem![Labadie,!2004;!Yeh!et.al.,!1992;!Cai.et.al.!,!2001]!can!be!formulated!as:!
Maximize!Expectation! !(!!,! ,!!,! ,!!,!)!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(1)!
Such!that! (!,!,!) ≥ 0!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2)!




al.! ,! 2000].! !The! simulator! is! coded! in!Matlab! to!model! the!hydraulic! system.!This!value!will!be!computed!in!advance!for!many!values!of!Q!and!H,!and!stored!for!use!in!a! multi! period,! multi! reservoir! model! like! equation! (1)! and! (2).! In! particular,! it!addresses!the!optimal!dispatching!and!loading!of!units!(economic!dispatch)!within!an!individual!plant!to!minimize!that!plant's!discharge!for!a!given!load!requirement!or!to!maximize!that!plant's!power!for!a!given!discharge!requirement.!
There! are! typically! multiple! units! of! the! same! type.! Different! kind! of! units! are!heterogeneous![Li.et.al.!,!2012;!Li.et.al.!,!2013;!Arce.et.al.!,!2002].!This!means!that!the!amount! of! power! generated! for! a! given! head! and! flow! will! be! different! from!different! types.! Moreover,! the! operation! of! hydroelectric! plants! can! be! improved!when!these!differences!are!known!with!sufficient!precision.!So!it!is!crucial!to!get!the!approximated!generation!function!for!different!kinds!of!units.!
This!paper!gives a!quick!and!easy!method!to!get!the!input!for!shortRterm!operation!problem!of!hydropower,!including!fitting!data!to!a!model!to!calculate!power!output!for!each!type!of!unit,!deciding!how!to!allocate!water!within!one!reservoir!among!its!various! units,! and! creating! a! piecewise! linear! function! to! simulate! powerhouse!function.! The! methodology! has! the! advantage! of:! 1)! generating! a! smooth,! nonRconcave!and!continuous!unit!generation!function!fast!and!easily;!2)!allowing!further!multiRreservoir,!multiRtime!optimization!based!on!the!nonRconcave,!nonRdecreasing!powerhouse! function! for! one! reservoir,! this! preRcomputed! piecewise! linear!
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powerhouse! function! can! be! used! in! designing! a! userRfriendly,! flexible,!computational! efficient! and! fast! real! time! operational! tool! which! uses! linear!programming!instead!of!dynamic!programming!in!solving!optimal!hydro!scheduling!problem.!
Generation! of! unit! is! a! function! of! the! gross! head! and! the! discharge! of! this! unit![Shawwash. et. al.! ,! 2000].! Figure! 1! shows! a! typical! inputRoutput! curve! for!hydroelectric!plant!where!the!net!hydraulic!head!is!constant![Wood.and.Wollenberg,!1996].!
!




Figure!2!InputRoutput!curves!for!hydroelectric!plant!with!a!variable!head!This! paper! proposals! two! methods! to! approximate! unit! generation! function.! A!modified! least! square! cubic! splines! fitting! in! Matlab! function! and! a! leastRsquare!quadratic!splines!fitting.!The!second!method!uses!a!novel!constrained!least!square!method!for!solving!the!piecewise!local!curve!fitting!problem!with!global!continuity!constraint![Hou.et.al.!,!2011].!!!
Furthermore,! this! paper! implements! powerhouse! function! algorithm! for! ordering!the!dispatch!of!water!to!different!type!of!units!with!the!goal!of!obtaining!the!most!power! for! a! given! amount! of! water! dispatched! based! on! economic! dispatch.!Economic! dispatch! is! defined! as! the! process! of! allocating! generation! levels! to! the!generation!units! in! the!mix,! so! that! the! system! load!may!be! supplied!entirely! and!most!economically.!Various!methods!were!in!use!such!as:!the!base!load!method!and!best!point!loading![Chowdhury.and!Rahman,!1990].!
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The! purpose! of! this! project! is! to! propose! different! methods! to! approximate!hydroelectric! unit! generation! function.! This! function! is! then! used! to! obtain!improved!relationship!(which!is!called!powerhouse!function!in!this!thesis)!between!the! generation! G! and! release! q! given! a! head! H! within! one! time! period! for! one!reservoir.!In!particular,!this!analysis!includes!the!aspect!that!in!order!to!produce!the!power,! from!q,! the!water!needs! to!be! sent! to!hydropower!generating!units.!There!are!typically!different!kinds!of!units!and!multiple!units!of!the!same!kind.!This!value!G!will!be!computed!in!advance!for!many!values!of!q!and!H,!and!stored!for!use!in!a!multi!period!model.!!
The! framework! for! generating! powerhouse! function! for! one! reservoir! can! be!described!as!a!threeRstep!process:!1)!develop!approximation!generation!function!for!hydroelectric!unit;!2)!with!given!Q!and!H,!allocate!water!release!among!all!the!units!of! different! kinds!within! one! reservoir;! 3)! obtain! optimized! powerhouse! function!for!one!reservoir.!Detailed!steps!of!the!framework!are!as!follows:!
Step.1:!Develop!approximation!generation!function!for!hydroelectric!unit!




Step. 1.2:! With! the! generation! function! G(q)! obtained! by! previous! step,!calculate! the! Efficient! Average!Operating! Point! (EAOP,!will! be! discussed! in!Section!2.2.1.1),!which! is! the! flow!q!at!which!G(q)/q! is!maximum,!and!unit!efficiency!achieved!around!EAOP.!
Step.2:!Allocate!water!release!among!all!the!units!!














e = 11.81×10!×G(q)q×H!Where!e!represents! the! fraction!of! the!potential!energy! in! the! falling!water!that!is!converted!by!the!turbines!to!electrical!energy.!Here!G!is!in!megawatts,!q!in!cfs!and!H!in!feet.!!
(This!can!be!found!at:!http://www.canyonhydro.com/micro/formulas.html)!
G(q),.G’(q),.G”(q),.and.G(q)/q.
G(q),! G’(q),! G”(q),! and! G(q)/q! represents! turbine! generation! function,! first!derivative! of! generation! function,! second! derivative! of! generation! function!and! average! generation! respectively.! And! the! following! states! several!matters! of! fact:! G(q)! should! always! be! increasing.! G’(q)! means! generation!increase!when! adding!one!unit! of! flow!at! a! certain!base! flow.!G”(q)! should!change!from!positive!to!negative.!!
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In!my!study,!for!a!given!head!H,!turbine!efficiency!is!proportional!to!average!generation! G(q)/q.! Maximizing! efficiency! is! equivalent! to! maximizing!average! generation.! Moreover,! to! order! the! turbine! of! different!characteristics,! it! is! important! to! know! to! what! degree! generation! could!increase! given! the! increasing! of! certain! amount! of! flow.! Therefore,! first!derivative!of!generation! function!G’(q)!should!be!studied.!Also!a!monotonic!second!derivative!G”(q)!is!a!good!indicate!of!an!appropriate!approximation!of!generation!function,!otherwise!not.!!
Efficient.Average.Operating.Point.(EAOP).
According! to! Stedinger. et. al.. (2013),! the! Efficient! Average! Operating! Point!(EAOP)!can!be!used! to!determine!distribution!of!water!among!hydropower!generating! units.! The!EAOP! is! the! flow!q!where!G(q)/q! is!maximum.!Thus,!running!a!turbine!at!that!rate!results!in!the!maximum!energy!per!release.!!!
To! find! the!maximum!of! the! average! generation! rate!G(q)/q,!we! can! set! to!zero!its!derivative!with!respect!to!q.!Thus!we!seek!the!q!=!EAOP!where:!
0 = ddq G qq = G′(q)q − G qq! !
which!yields!the!desired!relationship:!
G! EAOP = G(EAOP)EAOP !
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For! the! classic! SRshape! turbine! generation! function,! the! first! derivative! increases!first,! and! becomes! decreasing! and! the! second! derivative! starts! positive,! and! then!becomes!negative.!











Several! simple! statistics! are! usually! being! used! to! evaluate! the! fitting! of!approximation!curve.!
Mean!generation!is!the!mean!of!the!observed!generation.!
y = 1n y!!!!! !
R2! is! the! square! of! the! sample! correlation! coefficient! between! the! outcomes! and!their!predicted!values.!
SS!"# = (y! − f!)!! ,!the!residual!sum!of!squares!
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SS!"! = (y! − y)!! ,!the!total!sum!of!squares!
R! = 1− SS!"!SS!"#!
Standard!error!is!the!magnitude!of!the!average!error.!





Since!the!two!shapes!of!generation!function!that!introduced!in!section!2.2.1.2!could!cover!most! of! the! cases,! it! is! reasonable! to! think! of! using! a! polynomial! to! fit! the!observed!data.!However,!it!is!hard!to!decide!on!the!order!of!the!polynomial.!Higher!order!might!result!in!capturing!too!much!noise!in!the!data!and!in!turn!lower!order!might!result!in!losing!lots!of!information.!Another!way!to!fit!the!data!is!using!spline.!Also! fit! is!not!satisfactory!because!even!though!the! function! is!smooth,! the!second!derivative!is!not!monotonic!due!to!the!noise!in!the!observed!data.!
Finally,! Stedinger. et. al.. (2013)! suggests! splines! that! are! piecewise! polynomial!functions!which!combine!ease!of!handling!in!a!computer!with!great!ﬂexibility.!LeastR
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squares!cubic!spline!allows!us!to!construct!the!leastRsquares!approximation!to!given!data! (x,! y)! from! the! space!S!of! "natural"! cubic! splines! with! given! breaks! b(1)!<!...<!b(l+1).!
The!construction!of!a!leastRsquares!cubic!spline!usually!requires!that!we!discretize!the! flow! domain! into! n! evenly! spaced! intervals! that! are! separated! by! the! nodes!qi=q1+(iR1)*∆q,! where! i=2,! …! ,! n+1,! Δq=! (qn+1Rq1)/n,! and! apply! cubic! polynomial!fitting!on!each!interval!to!minimize!sum!of!square!error.!
(This! can! be! found! at:! http://www.mathworks.com/help/curvefit/leastRsquaresRapproximationRbyRnaturalRcubicRsplines.html)!
2.2.3.2 End*Conditions*with*Finite*Difference*
The!available!Matlab!package!for!least!squares!splines!works!very!well.!However,!it!employs!the!assumption!of!the!cubic!splines!that!the!second!derivatives!are!zero!at!the!end!point.!This!assumption!did!not!always!work!well!with!the!BPA!turbine!data.!So!Stedinger.et.al..,!2013!developed!an!extension!of!their!procedure!that!results!in!a!least! squares! spline! that! has! a! specified! second! derivative! at! each! end! point.!Reasonable! second! derivative! values! were! computed! using! finite! difference!approximations!with!the!turbine!power!curve!data.!
Suppose!the!second!derivatives!at!the!two!ends!are!s”(0)!and!s”(1),!respectively,!for!a!spline!on![0,1].! In!order!to!use!the!Matlab!LSRSpline!function!rather!than!write!a!new! function! ourselves,! we! construct! a! cubic! polynomial! for! the! first! and! last!interval!with!s”(0)!and!s”(1)!equal!to!the!specified!nonRzero!values;!furthermore,!the!
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constructed! splines! has! f(x)! =! f’(x)! =! f”(x)! =! 0! at! the! second! largest! knot,! and! the!second!smallest!knot,!respectively.!!Then!the!least!square!cubic!spline!was!obtained!by! fitting! the! original! data!minus! the! two! constructed! splines! function,! and! then!adding! the! constructed! splines! to! the! LSRSpline! to! obtain! our! final! LSRSpline!approximation.!Because!adding!two!cubic!splines!with!the!same!knots!yields!a!cubic!splines!over!those!knots,!adding!the!specialized!and!constructed!splines!to!the!least!squares!splines!yields!a!spline!function!that!is!both!a!LS!fit!to!the!data!and!has!the!desired!end!conditions.!
2.2.3.3 LeastASquares*Cubic*Splines*with*Specified*End*Conditions*
This! section!describes! the! three!key! steps! in! the!development!of! a!LSRSpline!with!reasonable!secondRderivative!end!conditions.!
• Calculate. second. derivative. at. the. two. end. points. using. numerical.
differentiation.
Using!a!quadratic!Lagrange!polynomial!fit!to!the!three!smallest!points!to!generate!an!approximate! of! the! first! derivative! yields! the! approximation! [Chapra. and.Canale,!2006]:!!





f" x = 2f x!!!x!!! − x! x!!! − x!!! + 2f x!x! − x!!! x! − x!!! + 2f(x!!!)(x!!! − x!!!)(x!!! − x!)!




! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! !!
Then!for!interval!between!1!and!2,!the!approximation!function!is:!
G = a×(q− q!)! + b×(q− q!)! + c× q− q! + d!
In!step!one,!the!second!derivative!of!point!1!(s”(0))!and!point!7!(s”(1))!is!calculated.!We! constructed! a! cubic! function! between! 1! and! 2! and! another! cubic! function!between!6!and!7!that!have!the!desired!s”(0)!and!s”(1).!
Function!1!(between!nodal!points!1!and!2):!
We!require:!!




f(x) = a×(x− x!)! + b×(x− x!)! + c× x− x! + d!
Then!the!conditions!at!x!=!x2!require!that!!
b = c = d = 0!
The!second!derivative!of!this!polynomial!at!x!=!x1!is!!
f" x = 6×a×(x! − x!)!
which!must!equal!to!s”(0).!Thus!we!obtain!
a = s"(0)6×(x! − x!)!
f x = s"(0)×(x− x!)!6×(x! − x!) !
Function!2!(between!nodal!points!6!and!7):!
Use!the!same!method!as!above!which!yields:!!!
f x = s"(1)×(x− x!)!6×(x! − x!) !
• Fit.a.Least.square.cubic.spline.to.the.original.data.minus.the.constructed.spline.
functions..
There!might!be!more! than!1!data!point!between!knot!1! and!2.! For! all! of! the!data!points,!calculate!the!value!of!the!constructed!function,!then!use!original!data!minus!
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constructed!function!value.!Followed,!apply!least!square!cubic!spline!over!the!whole!range! use! the! updated! value.! So,! the! approximation! function! is! the! cubic! spline!function!plus!the!constructed!function.!
• Calculate.coefficients.for.the.generation.function.
Combine!the!coefficients!of!the!special!functions!for!the!two!end!intervals!with!the!LS! spline! for! the! whole! interval! so! that! our! approximation! of! the! turbine! power!function! is! described! by! one! single! cubic! spline! that! satisfied! specified! second!derivatives!at!the!two!end!points.! !The!equations!for!this!conversion!are!relatively!easy!to!obtain.!For!the!last!interval,!s”(1)(xRx6)3/[6(x7!–!x6)]!is!of!exactly!the!correct!form!to!add!the!coefficients!of!(xRx6)3!for!the!least!squares!spline!and!for!f(x).! !For!the!first!interval!one!can!expand!s”(0)(xRx2)3/[6(x1!–!x2)]!in!powers!of!!(xRx1)!to!get!the!coefficients!needed!to!add!the!two!cubic!polynomials! in!powers!of!(xRx1)! !over!the!first!interval.!!















The!last!two!plots!are!least!square!cubic!spline!plus!constructed!spline!functions!for!the! two! ends! to! achieve! specified! second! derivatives.! It! provides! a! much! better!second! derivative! model! because! it! doesn’t! have! big! jumps! at! the! end.! The! first!derivative!function!is!very!smooth.!!
!
Figure!8!These!two!plots!show!least!square!cubic!spline!with!specified!nonRzero!secondRderivative!with!equally!spaced!intervals!Also,!the!following!table!compares!the!residual!sum!of!square!and!R2!of!each!method!with!y = 50.5!MW.!





In!order!to!get!approximations!of!generation!function!for!certain!head!and!certain!type!of!unit,!assume!we!have! flowRgeneration!data! (xi,!yi),! i=1,!2,!…! ,!n,! in!which!x!refers!to!flow!q,!y!refers!to!generation!G!and!n!is!the!number!of!data!points.!
Divide!the!data!into!k!group:!
S! = x!(!), y!(!) , i = 1,2,… ,n! !
S! = x!(!), y!(!) , i = 1,2,… ,n! !
…!
S! = x!(!), y!(!) , i = 1,2,… ,n! !
in!which,!
b! = x! ≤ x!(!) ≤ x!! ≤ b!!
b! ≤ x!!!! ≤ x!(!) ≤ x!!!!! ≤ b!!
…!




n! + n! +⋯+ n! = n!
The!way!to!calculate!nodal!points!bi,!i=0,!1,!2,!…!,!k,!are!as!following.!Assume!the!max!flow!is!flowmax,!the!min!flow!is!flowmin,!then!the!interval!between!groups!is:!!
interval = 1k×(flow!"# − flow!"#)!
the!nodal!points!are!b0,!b1,!…!,bk,!respectively!with!
b! = flow!"#, b! = flow!"#, b!!! = b! + interval!
For!quadratic!spline,!assume!basis!function:!
h! x = 1, h! x = x, h! x = x!!
and!
h x = h! x , h! x , h! x !
α!(!) , j = 1,2,3!and!i = 1,2,… , k!!are!the!coefficients!
the!approximated!function!is:!
f x =




Using! least!square!approximation,!we!need! to!optimize!all! the!coefficients! α!(!) !to!minimize!the!error!between!the!approximated!function!and!the!given!data,!such!that!the!approximated!function!f x !and!the!first!derivative!of!it!f′ x !are!continuous,!the!equations!are!as!follow:!
min!!! ,…,!!! [ f! x!! − y!! !!!!!! + f! x!! − y!! !
!!
!!! +⋯+ f! x!! − y!! !
!!
!!! ]!
s. t.!!!!f! b! = f! b! , f! b! = f! b! ,… , f!!! b!!! = f! b!!! !
f!! b! = f!! b! , f!! b! = f!! b! ,… , f!!!! b!!! = f!! b!!! !
In!which!the!constraint! is! to!make!sure!consistency!of! the!approximation! function!and!its!first!derivative!in!the!spline!function.!
2.2.4.2 Implementation*in*Matlab*
The! Matlab! function! fmincon! is! used! to! find! minimum! of! constrained! nonlinear!multivariable!function.!The!equation!looks!like:!
 




[x,fval] = fmincon(fun,x0,A,b,Aeq,beq,lb,ub,nonlcon,options) 
(This!can!be!found!at:!http://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/fmincon.html)!
To!solve!this!problem!in!Matlab!using!function!fmincon:!
X! = h(x!(!))h(x!(!))…h(x!!(!)) , y! =
y!(!)y!(!)…y!!(!) , α! =
α!(!)α!(!)α!(!) , i = 1,2,… , k!
y = y!!, y!!,… , y!! !, α = α!!,α!!,… ,α!! !!
X = X! 0 … 00… X! …… … 0…0 0 … X! !
Z = h(b!)0 −h(b!) 0h(b!) −h(b!) … !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!0!!!!! 0…!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0!!!!! !0…0 … !!!!!!!!!…0 !!!!!!!!!!0 …!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!…!!!!!! ……!!!!!!!! −h(b!!!)!!!! 00 0!!!!!!!!!!! 0 !!!!!!!!!!… !!!!!!!!!!h(b!!!) −h(b!!!) !
Y = α! − α! !!!!!0!!!!!!!! … 00… α! − α! …… … 0…0 !!!!!!0 !!!!!!!… α! − α!!! !
B = 0 0 20 −1 02 0 0 !
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A = B 0 … 00… B …… … 0…0 0 … B [!(!!!)]! !
The!optimization!equation!turns!to!be![Gluss,!1964]:!
min! Xα− y !!
s. t.!!Zα = 0, Y! AY = 0!
That!is!because:!
f! b! = f! b!f!! b! = f!! b! !
!!→ α!(!) + α!(!)b! + α!(!)b!! = α!(!) + α!(!)b! + α!(!)b!!α!(!) + 2α!(!)b! = α!(!) + 2α!(!)b! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(1)(2)!
from!(2),!we!get!
b! = α!(!) − α!(!)2×(α!! − α!! )!
plug!into!(1),!we!get!
4× α!! − α!! × α!! − α!! = (α!! − α!! )!!
In!my!problem,! the! independent! variable! is!α.! Aeq! is!Z,! beq! is! 0.! ceq(x)! is!Y! AY .!The!function!f(x)!is! Xα− y !.!In!options,!I!choose!'interiorRpoint'!as!my!algorithm.!
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In! this! optimization! problem,! there! are! two! very! strong! linear! and! nonlinear!equation!constraints.!Therefore!if!the!initial!point!x0!is!not!picked!properly,!it!is!very!likely!that!the!optimization!will!stop!with!a!local!minimum.!
This! conjecture! was! verified! when! I! first! set! the! initial! point! x0! to! be! 0! in! this!problem.!It!turned!out!that!the!error!blew!out!to!be!10!to!the!8th!and!the!fmincon!stopped!because! the! size!of! the! current! step! is! less! than! the! selected!value!of! the!step!size!tolerance.!
In! order! to! solve! for! the!better! initial! point! x0,!within! every! interval,! three!points!were!picked,!(xi,!yi),!i=1,!2,!3,!which!represents!the!first,!the!last!and!the!middle!one!respectively.! And! the! coefficients! of! the! quadratic! polynomial! that! went! through!these!three!points!were!calculated.!
xα = y!!!and!!!α = yx!
In!which,!
x = 1 x! x!!1 x! x!!1 x! x!! , y =





In!Stedinger.et.al..(2013),!it!described!a!method!for!ordering!the!dispatch!of!water!to!different! type! of! turbines! with! the! goal! of! obtaining! the! most! power! for! a! given!amount!of!water!dispatched.!That!method!is!described!here.!
Step.a:!Order!turbines!such!that!turbine!1!has!greatest!efficiency!!(!"#$!) !!at!its!!"#$! ,! turbine! 2! is! second,…,! and! the! last! turbine! k! has! the! lowest!!(!"#$!) !.! !This!ignores!turbine!size,!and!the!convenience!of!loading!and!shutting!down!turbines.!
Step.b:! For! power! target! PT,! optimal! solution! starts! by! loading! turbines! of! type!1!with! flow!!"#$!!until! PT! is! reached,! if! possible.! ! If! there! are!!!!turbines! of!type!1,!the!load!can!be!met!by!loading!only!turbine!of!type!1!at!flow!!"#$!!if!!
!" ≤ !!×!!(!"#$!)!
Step.c:! If! the! inequality! above! is! not!met,! then! before! loading! units! of! type! 2,! the!efficient!type!1!units!are!run!beyond!their!most!efficient!operating!point!until!their!efficiency!drops!to!that!of!type!2!units.!
Increase!the!average!flow!!/!!!through!all!type!1!units,!until!either!PT!is!met,!or!the!following!equations!is!satisfied:!!
!!! !! = !!! !"#$! !where!!!!! = !/!! ≤ !!!"#!(flow!through!type!1!units).!
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At!that!point!it!becomes!optimal!to!bring!on!type!2!units!for!part!of!all!of!the!period,!while!leaving!the!flow!through!type!1!units!at!!![!]!where!!!!! !![!] = !!! !"#$! !unless!the!solution!is!constrained!by!!! ≤ !!!"# .!
Continue! to! load! type!2! units! until! all! are! operating! the! full! period! at! flow!!"#$!.!
Step.d:!When!type!2!units!are!fully!loaded!at!!"#$!!and!!!" ≥ !!×!! !![!] + !!×!!(!"#$!)!It!is!time!to!increase!the!flow!in!all!units!until!their!marginal!efficiency!equals!!!! !"#$! .!!So!increase!!!!and!!!!so!that!total!flow:!! = !!×!! + !!×!!!attempts!to!yield!generation!PT!while!maintaining!!!! !! = !!! !! > !!! !"#$! !!and!!! ≤ !!!"#!for!i!=!1,2!at!all!times!to!maximize!efficiency!with!all!of!the!!! + !!!units!running.!
The!following!is!an!explanation!of!!!! !! = !!! !! .!
! = !!×!! !! + !!×!! !! = !!×!! !! + !!×!! ! − !!×!!!! !
!! = !!×!!! !! + !!×!!! !! × − !!!! = !!×(!!! !! − !!! !! )!
In!order!to!maximize!G,!we!need!the!first!derivative!of!G!to!be!0,!so:!
!!! !! = !!! !! !
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Step.e:!The!previous!step!stops!when!!!!!! !! = !!! !! = !!! !"#$! .!Then!it!is!time!to!maintain!the!current!flow!rates!in!units!type!1!and!2!at!!![!]!and!!![!],!and!to!begin!to!bring!on!units!of!type!3!for!all!or!part!of!the!period.!This!means!that!all!operating!units!will!have!the!same!efficiency:!!!!! !![!] = !!! !![!] = !!! !"#$! !
unless!constrained!by!!! ≤ !!!"#!for!i!=!1,2.!
And!type!3!units!are!loaded!only!when!their!average!efficiency!is!at!least!that!of!unit!types!1!and!2.!!!
When! all! of! the! unit! type! 3! units! are! running! at! q3! =! EAOP3! we! need! to!continue!with! step!d! above! to! increase! the! generation! of! all! three! types! of!units!so!that:!
! = !!×!! + !!×!! + !!×!! !attempts! to! yield! generation! PT! while!maintaining!
!!! !! = !!! !! = !!! !! > !!! !"#$! !!and!!! ≤ !!!"#!for!i!=!1,2,3!
Step.f:!When!we!reach!!!!! !![!] = !!! !![!] = !!! !![!] = !!! !"#$! !with!!
!" ≥ !!×!! !![!] + !!×!! !![!] + !!×!! !![!] !it!is!time!to!add!units!of!type!4!at!flow!rate!!"#$!.!!
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Table!3!summary!of!how!to!calculate!powerhouse!function!Part! Range! Equation!for!powerhouse!function! Equation!for!amount!of!flow!going!through!each!type!of!turbine!
1! [0,!A]! !!"#$!×!!(!"#$!)! ! < !"#$!,!all!through!the!1st!unit!of!type!1!!"#$! < ! < 2×!"#$!,!1st!unit!full!time,!2nd!unit!of!type!1!a!fraction!of!time…!
2! [A,!B]! !!×!!( !!!)! All!through!type!1!with!same!flow!for!all!the!units!
3! [B,!C]! !!×!! !![!] + ! − !!×!![!]!"#$! ×!!(!"#$!)! Type!1:!!!!×!![!]!Type!2:!!! − !!×!![!]!
!![!]!is!defined!in!step!c!
4! [C,!D]! !"#:!!×!! !! + !!×!! !! !!!!!
!!!. !.!!×!! + !!×!! = !!
!! ≥ !![!], !! ≥ !"#$!!
Type!1:!!!!×!!!all!units!with!same!flow!!
Type!2:!!!!×!!!all!units!with!same!flow!
B! !!×!![!]!!!!!(!![!]!is!defined!in!step!c)!C! !!×!![!] + !!×!"#$!!D! !!×!![!] + !!×!![!]!!!!(!![!]!and!!![!]!are!defined!in!step!e)!E! !!×!![!] + !!×!![!] + !!×!"#$!!F! !!×!!!"# + !!×!!!"# + !!×!!!"#!
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5! [D,!E]! !!×!! !![!] + !!×!! !![!]
+ ! − !!×!![!] − !!×!![!]!"#$!×!!(!"#$!)!
Type!1:!!!!×!![!]!
Type!2:!!!!×!![!]!
Type!3:!!! − !!×!![!] − !!×!![!]!
!![!]!and!!![!]!are!defined!in!step!e!
6! [E,!F]! !"#:!!×!! !! + !!×!! !!+ !!×!! !! !!!!!!!!!
!!!. !.!!×!! + !!×!! + !!×!! = !!

































!Figure!14!Grand!Coulee!unit!type!3!Head=280,!! = 310,!SE=0.0034,!R2=1!(Concave)RRUpper!left:!the!original!generation!versus!flow!G(q)!shown!as!circles!and!the!fitted!leastRsquare!spline!with!specified!end!condition.!Upper!right:!the!second!derivative!of!spline!generation!function!G”(q).!Lower!left:!the!first!derivative!G’(q)!and!average!generation!G(q)/q!of!the!spline.!Lower!right:!the!error!for!the!fitted!function!Note! that! in! these! two! cases! (Grand! Coulee! TYPE! 2! and! TYPE! 3)! the! second!derivative!is!always!negative,!and!G’(q)!>!G(q)/q!for!all!q.!!In!this!instance,!EAOP!is!the!largest!allowable!flow!because!G(q)/q!continues!to!increase!monotonically!until!the!maximum!allowable!flow!rate!is!reached.!!
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!Figure!15!Grand!Coulee!unit!type!4!Head=280,!! = 347.5,!SE=0.0284,!R2=1!(SRshape!&!Concave)RRUpper!left:!the!original!generation!versus!flow!G(q)!shown!as!circles!and!the!fitted!leastRsquare!spline!with!specified!end!condition.!Upper!right:!the!second!derivative!of!spline!generation!function!G”(q).!Lower!left:!the!first!derivative!G’(q)!and!average!generation!G(q)/q!of!the!spline.!Lower!right:!the!error!for!the!fitted!function!Grand!Coulee!Type!4!is!a!combination!of!both!shapes!with!SRshape!in!the!beginning!and! concave! shape! coming! after.! In! this! case,! the! second!derivative! changes! from!positive!to!negative!but!decreases!first!and!increases!after.!
All! the! approximations! for! Grand! Coulee! have!R2=1!which! is! a! good! indication! of!good!fit.!!
3.2.2 Chief*Joseph*
Chief! Joseph!has!3!different! turbine! types.!The! following!table!summaries! the!unit!characteristics!of!different!turbines.!
! ! Table!5!Chief!Joseph!turbine!generation!characteristics!
" Unit!1R4,!15,!16!!(TYPE!1)! Unit!5R14!!(TYPE!2)! Unit!17R27!!(TYPE!3)!
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Maximum!Generation!(MW)! 96! 98! 103!Minimum!Generation!(MW)! 28.5! 27.5! 33.5!Maximum!Flow!(cfs)! 8547! 7992! 8689!Minimum!Flow!(cfs)! 2813! 2665! 3288!!To! approximation! the! generation! function! for! Chief! Joseph,! 6! equally! spaced!intervals!and!specified!second!derivative!calculated!using!first!3!and!last!3!points!at!two! ends! for! the! least! square! cubic! spline! were! used.! The! results! for! type! 1! are!shown!in!Figure!16!(take!head=170ft!for!example).!
!Figure!16!Chief!Joseph!unit!type!1!Head=170,!! = 63,!SE=0.0280,!R2=1!RRUpper!left:!the!original!generation!versus!flow!G(q)!shown!as!circles!and!the!fitted!leastRsquare!spline!with!specified!end!condition.!Upper!right:!the!second!derivative!of!spline!generation!function!G”(q).!Lower!left:!the!first!derivative!G’(q)!and!average!generation!G(q)/q!of!the!spline.!Lower!right:!the!error!for!the!fitted!function!A!Concern!is!that!we!can!see!that!in!Figure!16!the!second!derivative!for!Chief!Joseph!has! too!many! fluctuations.!As!described! in! section!2.2.3.3,!we!used! the! first! three!
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points! to! calculate! second! derivative.! But! in! this! case,! too!many! fluctuations!may!occur!due!to!the!specified!second!derivate!at!two!ends.!So!instead,!we!use!the!first,!the!third,!and!the! fifth!or!1st! ,!4th! ,!7th!…points!to!calculate!second!derivative!using!the!below!equation:!
!" ! = 2! !!!!!!!! − !! !!!! − !!!! + 2! !!!! − !!!! !! − !!!! + 2!(!!!!)(!!!! − !!!!)(!!!! − !!)!









Figure!19!k=21!for!Chief!Joseph!unit!type!1!Head=170,!! = 63,!SE=0.0265,!R2=1!RRUpper!left:!the!original!generation!versus!flow!G(q)!shown!as!circles!and!the!fitted!leastRsquare!spline!with!specified!end!condition.!Upper!right:!the!second!derivative!of!spline!generation!function!G”(q).!Lower!left:!the!first!derivative!G’(q)!and!average!generation!G(q)/q!of!the!spline.!Lower!right:!the!error!for!the!fitted!function!From! Figure! 17R19! we! could! see,! it! is! disappointing! that! cubic! spline! fit! doesn’t!improve!much,!the!fluctuations!in!the!second!derivative!are!still!there.!This!may!due!to! noise! in! the! data.! To! verify,!we! tried! using! 12! spline! intervals! to! see! clear! the!trend!of!the!data.!The!result!(figure!20)!were!very!similar!to!those!using!6!intervals!which!proves! that! the!wiggle! is! in! the!original! data.! Fewer!number!of! intervals! is!preferable! to!obtain!smooth! function.!Thus! to!get!a!more!consistent! fit!we! tried!4!intervals,!meaning! the!spline!has!5!knots!with!4! intervals! (earlier!examples!had!6!intervals).!This!makes! the!spline!somewhat!smoother.!See! the!results! in! figure!21.!With!4!intervals!we!got!a!good!fit!that!smoothed!out!small!variations!in!the!data.!The!problem!is!in!part!that!the!turbine!generation!curves!are!very!close!to!linear!with!a!second!derivative!close! to!zero.!Thus!a! little!noise! in! the!original!data! results! in!a!
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second!derivative!function!that!fluctuates!around!zero.!This!would!cause!havoc!with!an! optimization! algorithm,! and! does! not! correspond! to! anything! but! a! little! noise!around!an!almost!straight! line.!By!providing!a!smooth!approximation,!we!improve!the!ability!of!our!operations!optimizer!to!find!a!reasonable!solution!and!to!provide!stable!results!(not!sensitive!to!small!perturbations!of!the!data!or!initial!conditions).!

















Table!6!Lower!Monumental!STS!turbine!generation!characteristics!! Unit!1R3!!(TYPE!1)! Unit!4R6!!(TYPE!2)!Maximum!Generation!(MW)! 160.5! 160.5!Minimum!Generation!(MW)! 55.5! 63.5!Maximum!Flow!(cfs)! 25191! 25686!Minimum!Flow!(cfs)! 9604! 11528!!
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To! approximation! the! generation! function! for! Lower! Monumental! STS,! 6! equally!spaced! intervals! were! used! and! specified! second! derivative! was! calculated! using!first!3!and!last!3!points!at!two!ends!for!the!least!square!cubic!spline.!The!results!for!type!1!are!shown!in!Figure!24!(take!head=95ft!for!example).!
!
Figure!24!6!intervals!cubic!spline!for!Lower!Monumental!STS!unit!type!1!Head=95,!! = 110.25,!SE=34.247,!R2=0.4194RRUpper!left:!the!original!generation!versus!flow!G(q)!shown!as!circles!and!the!fitted!leastRsquare!spline!with!specified!end!condition.!Upper!right:!the!second!derivative!of!spline!generation!function!G”(q).!Lower!left:!the!first!derivative!G’(q)!and!average!generation!G(q)/q!of!the!spline.!Lower!right:!the!error!for!the!fitted!function!In! figure! 24,! the! approximation! generation! function! of! Lower! Monumental! STS!head=95ft!type!1!has!many!wiggles.!The!wiggles!were!unlikely!to!exist!when!using!least! square! cubic! spline!method.! As! discussed! in! Section! 3.5,! the! second! step! in!leastRsquare!cubic!spline!with!specified!second!derivative!is!to!construct!specialized!spline! function! for! first! and! last! intervals.! The! wiggles! in! the! generation! plot! of!figure!4R13!is!most! likely!due!to!the!constructed!cubic! function!at!two.!To!confirm!this! assumption,! I! plot! the! original! generation! data! minus! the! constructed!
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generation! function! which! is! shown! in! Figure! 25.! The! below! table! 7! shows! the!parameters!of!the!constructed!function:!
! = !×(! − !!)! + !×(! − !!)! + !× ! − !! + !!
Because!there!is!no!constrain!on!the!value!of!the!first!point!when!constructing!the!cubic!function,!it!turned!out!to!be!R1883!MW!of!the!first!point!which!is!much!bigger!than!the!average!generation!100MW.!
!Figure!25!the!original!generation!data!minus!the!constructed!generation!function!for!the!first!and!last!intervals!of!Lower!Monumental!STS!head=95!ft!unit!type!1!Table!7!the!parameters!of!the!constructed!generation!function!for!the!first!interval!a! b! c! d!1.732*10R8* R2.48*10R4* 1.1836! R1883!!










































Table!8!Bonneville!STS!turbine!generation!characteristics!! Unit!9!!(TYPE!1)! Unit!1R8,10!!(TYPE!2)! Unit!11R18!!(TYPE!3)!Maximum!Generation!(MW)! 62.5! 63! 80!Minimum!Generation!(MW)! 8! 13.5! 24!Maximum!Flow!(cfs)! 17392! 13814! 22893!Minimum!Flow!(cfs)! 3056! 5011! 10335!!
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To! approximation! the! generation! function! for! Bonneville! STS,! 4! equally! spaced!intervals!were!used!and!specified!second!derivative!was!calculated!using!first!3!and!last!3!points!at!two!ends!for!the!least!square!cubic!spline.!The!results!for!3!different!types!are!shown!in!Figure!30,!31!and!32!(take!head=50ft!for!example).!
!























!Figure!36!Efficient!average!operating!point!plot!using!quadratic!spline!approximation!for!Chief!Joseph!unit!type!1.!As! we! could! see,! EAOP! plot! is! another! way! to! prove! that! quadratic! spline!approximation!is!much!more!helpful!in!getting!rid!of!useless!wiggle.!!






























! ! = !×!!×(!! − !)!
We! also! assume! there! are! 3! different! turbine! type! and! each! type! has! 4! different!units,!also!the!efficiency!at!EAOP!is!ordered!from!big!to!small,!1>2>3.!
!Figure!39!powerhouse!curve!example:!number!in!the!figure!refer!to!part,!character!refer!to!total!flow!of!certain!point!!
. .










Part. 1:! when! the! flow! is! less! than! EAOP1,! only! one! unit! of! type! 1! is! operating! a!fraction! of! time! at! its! EAOP1.!When! the! flow! is! between! EAOP1! and! 2! times!EAOP1,!one!unit!of! type!1! is!operating! full! time!and!another!unit!of! type!1! is!operating! a! fraction! of! time! both! at! their! EAOP1…Things! go! on! till! 4! units!operate!full!time!at!their!EAOP1.!!
Part. 2:! this! is! the! transition! part! from! type! 1! to! type! 2.! In! this! part,! type! 1! will!operate!over!its!EAOP1,!till!!![!],!which!is!!
!!! !![!] = !(!"#$!)!"#$! !












!!! !![!] = !!! !![!] = !(!"#$!)!"#$! !
as!shown!in!the!below!figure.!So!all!the!units!of!type!1!and!2!will!operate!full!time! with! flow! increasing! from! !![!] !to! !![!] ,! EAOP2! to! !![!] .! And! the!powerhouse!curve!will!follow:!!
!"#: 4×!! !! + 4×!! !! !!!!!












4×!![!] + 4×!![!] + !"#$!!
only!one!unit!of! type!3! is!operating!a! fraction!of! time!at! its!EAOP3.!When!the!flow!is!between!!
4×!![!] + 4×!![!] + !"#$!!!and!!4×!![!] + 4×!![!] + 2×!"#$!!
one!unit!of!type!3!is!operating!full!time!and!another!unit!of!type!3!is!operating!a! fraction! of! time! both! at! their! EAOP3…Things! go! on! till! 4! units! of! type! 3!operate!full!time!at!their!EAOP3.!
Part.6:!all!the!units!of!the!three!types!will!operate!over!its!EAOP!till!all!of!them!reach!their!capacity.!








Table!9!summary!of!EAOP!for!each!turbine!type!! Type!1(4)! Type!2(4)! Type!3(4)!EAOP(cfs)! 13000! 9000! 7000!Max!flow(cfs)! 17000! 12000! 10000!
We!assumes!their!generation!function!are:!
G!(q) = 0.03×q!×(26000− q)/10!!
G!(q) = 0.05×q!×(18000− q)/10!!





















!!! = !!! !














G!! = G!! = G!q !





So,! d! =! (4×14749+ 4×9624, 4×73.42+ 4×38.79) !should! be! on! power!function!curve.!
Between!c!and!d,!the!curve!maximizes!the!Generation!function!
!"#:!!!G = 4×G! + 4×G!!






So,!e!=!(!! + 4×7000,!! + 4×24.01)!should!be!on!power!function!curve.!
So,!the!power!function!curve!should!look!like!that!in!figure!41:!
!
Figure!43!powerhouse!function!of!this!simple!numeric!example!The! transitions! are!very! short.! For!practical!purposes,!we! could!almost!use! linear!line! connectors! and! solve! the! shortRterm! scheduling! problem! with! an! Linear!Programming.!
3.4.2 Powerhouse*Generation*Functions*for*Grand*Coulee*and*Chief*Joseph*
In!this!section,!two!examples!using!economic!dispatch!algorithm!are!displayed.!




















Table!10!EAOP!and!efficiency!at!EAOP!of!each!type!for!Grand!Coulee!head=250!ft!(the!number!in!the!bracket!is!unit!number)!! Type!1(9)! Type!2(9)! Type!3(3)! Type!4(3)!EAOP(cfs)! 3585.23! 3491.95! 25954.93! 27700.89!efficiency! 0.9094! 0.9335! 0.9191! 0.9076!!
Since!there!are!4!turbine!types,! it!should!have!8!parts! in!the!powerhouse!function!plot! as! shown! in! Figure! 42.! The! 8! parts! contain! 4! straight! parts! and! 3! transition!parts!and!a!final!part.!The!slope!of!each!straight!part!should!be!proportion!to!related!efficiency.!As!shown!in!the!table,!the!turbine!was!ordered!according!to!efficiency,!so!type!2!should!be!operated!first!at! its!EAOP!(first!part! in!the!figure).!After!the!flow!reaches!EAOP!times!unit!number!of!type!2,!type!2!units!will!operate!full!time!with!flow!over!its!EAOP!and!the!powerhouse!curve!will!follow!the!generation!function!of!turbine!type!2(second!part!in!the!firgure).!Then!type!3!units!begin!to!operate!since!the!efficiency!of! type!3! is! the!second!highest.! It! first!operates!at! its!EAOP!which! is!third!part! in!the! figure!then!the! flow!through!both!type!2!and!type!3!will! increase!before!the!next!turbine!type!is!brought!on!line(the!second!transition!part).!Type!1!goes!after!type!3!then!is!type!4.!After!all!the!turbine!types!are!operated,!the!flow!will!increase!to!the!sum!of!capacity!of!all!the!units(final!part!in!the!figure).!






Table!11!EAOP!and!efficiency!at!EAOP!of!each!type!for!Chief!Joseph!head=170!ft!(the!number!in!the!bracket!is!unit!number)!! Type!1(6)! Type!2(10)! Type!3(11)!EAOP(cfs)! 5895.90! 5544.35! 6680.16!efficiency! 0.8764! 0.8692! 0.9170!!
Same!as!Grand!Coulee,! the!powerhouse! function! for!Chief! Joseph!also!has!straight!parts,! transition!parts! and! a! final! part.! The!obvious!difference!between! these! two!
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The!methodology!discussed!in!this!paper!provides!two!piecewise!local!curve!fitting!with!global!continuity!constraint!methods,!both!of!them!can!be!easily!programmed!in!numerical!calculation.!Using!piecewise!least!square!approximation!separately!on!each! interval! is!a!much!better! fit! for!the!trend!of! the!actual!data.!For!the!Modified!Least!Square!Cubic!Splines,!adding!the!constraint!of!specified!end!conditions!doesn’t!change! the! standard!error!very!much.!However,! it!provides!a!much!better! second!derivative!model! because! it! doesn’t! have! big! jumps! at! the! end.! For! the!Quadratic!Splines,!it!has!easy!calculation!formula.!Also!it!neglects!unimportant!information!in!the! given! raw! data! and! seizes! the! principal! trend.! The! performance! of! these! two!approximation! methods! were! evaluated! and! compared! in! this! paper! and! Cubic!Splines! fit! the! data! much! better.! It! is! important! to! note! that! the! user! of! this!methodology! is!not! limited! to!approximate!hydropower!generation!unit!discussed!here.!
Moreover,! the! paper,! dealing! with! individual! plant! optimization! issues,!implemented! economic! dispatch! algorithm! for! ordering! the! dispatch! of! water! to!different!type!of!units!with!the!goal!of!obtaining!the!most!power!for!a!given!amount!of!water!dispatched!and!generated!the!powerhouse!function!for!one!reservoir.!This!powerhouse! function! is! smooth,! continuous! and! the! first! derivative! of! it! is! nonRincreasing.! It! is! convenience! using! this! optimization! function! to! do! further!calculation.! So! when! it! is! used! in! further! multiRreservoir! optimization,! it! could!prevent!termination!at!local!optimized!results.!!
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Further!studies!on!this!topic!are!warranted.!This!paper!neglects!fish!dispatch!which!is! discussed! in! Fish! Passage! Plan.! The! Fish! Passage! Plan! describes! yearRround!operation! and!maintenance! activities! at! Corps!mainstem!hydroelectric! projects! in!the!Federal!Columbia!River!Power!System!that!are!coordinated!through!the!Corps’!Fish!Passage!Operations!and!Maintenance!so!as!to!protect!and!enhance!anadromous!and!resident!fish!species!listed!as!endangered!or!threatened!under!the!Endangered!Species!Act,!as!well!as!other! resident!and!migratory! fish!species.!Considering! this,!the!economic!dispatch!needs!to!be!modified.!Even!though!ordering!the!dispatch!of!water!is!changed,!the!idea!of!power!target!discussed!in!this!paper!could!still!be!used.!!
Further!investigation!into!the!economic!dispatch!algorithm!used!in!this!paper!can!be!expended!upon.! In! this!paper,!we!assume! flexibility! in!operation! is!allowed!which!means!generation!unit!could!operate! for!part!of! the!time,!based!on!what!gives!the!most! efficient! operation.! However,! if! flexibility! in! operation! is! not! allowed," if! we!must!consider!shut!down!and!start!up!problems!of!the!turbine,!we!will!certainly!get!gaps!within!which! the! total! flow!cannot!be!passed! through! the!units.!How! to!deal!with! this! issue! and! how! to! generate! powerhouse! function! based! on! this! new!assumption!needs!to!be!studied.!
With!the!ever!increasing!complexity!of!hydropower!models,!the!demand!for!fast!and!accurate!approximation!of!unit!generation!function!and!optimization!of!powerhouse!function! for! one! reservoir!will! surely! increase.! The!methodology! provided! in! this!paper! will! be! a! valuable! tool! not! only! in! optimizing! the! hydropower! plant!
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    c=1; 
    while isnan(data(r,c))==1 && c<C 
        c=c+1; 
    end 
    if c<C 
        datanew=[datanew;data(r,:)]; 
    end 
    r=r+1; 
end                                





   
for num=1:typeno%%loop through all type 
    %%choose type 
    type=inputfile(5+(num-1)*2,1); 
  
    %%find the head for the indicated type in row r and end in row r1 
    G=datanew(:,1); 
    R=length(datanew(:,1)); 
    r=1;t=0; 
    while isnan(G(r))==0 || t<type-1 
        if isnan(G(r))==0 
            r=r+1; 
        else if isnan(G(r))==1 
                t=t+1;r=r+1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    r1=r+1; 
    while r1<=R && isnan(G(r1))==0 
        r1=r1+1; 
    end 




    H=datanew(r,2:C); 
    generation=datanew(r+1:r1,1); 
    F=datanew(r+1:r1,2:C); 
  
    %%delete NaN 
    head=H(1); 
    for h=2:C-1 
        if isnan(H(h))==0 
            head=[head,H(h)]; 
        end 
    end 
    h=length(head); 
    flow=F(:,1:h); 
 
    %%output: characteristic plot + EAOP(ans) 
    EAOP=char_eaopplot(head,flow,generation,n,index,reservoir); 
  
    headpara=inputfile(6+(num-1)*2,:);%%read in head for certain type 
    headno(num)=1;% initialize number of head for each turbine type 
    while headno(num)<=column && isnan(headpara(headno(num)))==0 
        headno(num)=headno(num)+1; 
    end 
    headno(num)=headno(num)-1; 
    [r,c]=size(EAOP); 
    eaop((num-1)*3+1:(num-1)*3+3,1:c)=EAOP; 
     
    for I=1:headno(num) 
        Head=inputfile(6+(num-1)*2,I); 
      
[range,ybar,SE,R2,para]=para_fourplot(head,Head,generation,flow,index,n
); 
        if num==4 
            caseno=headno(1)+headno(2)+headno(3)+I; 
        else if num==3 
                caseno=headno(1)+headno(2)+I; 
            else if num==2 
                    caseno=headno(1)+I; 
                else if num==1 
                        caseno=I; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end                 
        parange(caseno*(n+2)-1,1)=range(1); 
        parange(caseno*(n+2)-1,2)=range(2); 
        parange(caseno*(n+2),1)=ybar; 
        parange(caseno*(n+2),2)=SE; 
        parange(caseno*(n+2),3)=R2; 
        for j=1:n 
            for k=1:4 
                parange((caseno-1)*(n+2)+j,k)=para(j,k); 
            end 
        end 












%%choose reservoir, interval from input file 
%%reservoir is in string, n is the number of interval, index is for 




















%%input: reservoir name + unit type + interval number + interval 
equally spaced or not 




%% characteristic plot 
h=length(head); 
for i=1:5:h 
    [l,j]=delete_nan(flow(:,i),generation); 
    plot(flow(l+1:j,i),generation(l+1:j),'linewidth', 0.5) 




tit=strcat('characteristic plot for ',' ',reservoir); 
title(tit) 
  







    [l,j]=delete_nan(flow(:,i),generation); 
    %%G0 calculates left end, G1 calculate right using finite 
difference  
    [G0(i),G1(i)]=secondderi(flow(l+1:j,i),generation(l+1:j)); 
end 
  
%% calculat EAOP 
  
if index==1 
    %% 1.equally spaced 
    maxflow=zeros(1,h); 
    e=zeros(1,h); 
    eff=zeros(1,h); 
    for i=1:h % for each of the head values for the turbine type 
        % read flow and generation data 
        [l,j]=delete_nan(flow(:,i),generation); 
        
[maxflow(i),e(i),eff(i),para,ybar,SE,R2,residual]=eaop_index1(generatio
n(l+1:j),flow(l+1:j,i),head(h),G0(i),G1(i),n); 
    end 
    EAOP=[head;maxflow;eff]; 
    subplot(1,2,2); 
    plot(head,maxflow) 
    xlabel('head(ft)') 
    ylabel('EAOP(cfs)') 
    tit=strcat('efficient average operating point'); 
    title(tit) 
    
    %%2.small interval at two ends 
else if index==2 
        maxflow=zeros(1,h); 
        e=zeros(1,h); 
        eff=zeros(1,h); 
        for i=1:h 
            [l,j]=delete_nan(flow(:,i),generation); 
            
[maxflow(i),e(i),eff(i),para,ybar,SE,R2,residual]=eaop_index2(generatio
n(l+1:j),flow(l+1:j,i),head(h),G0(i),G1(i),n); 
        end 
        EAOP=[head;maxflow;eff]; 
        subplot(1,2,2); 
        plot(head,maxflow) 
        xlabel('head(ft)') 
        ylabel('EAOP(cfs)') 
        tit=strcat('efficient average operating point'); 
        title(tit) 









%delete the first and last few flow with no value 
l=0; 
while isnan(flow(l+1))==1 

















































   6*(Flow(m1)-Flow(1)),2,0,0; 
   3*(Flow(m1)-Flow(1))^2,2*(Flow(m1)-Flow(1)),1,0; 




    g(r)=para1(1)*(Flow(r)-Flow(1))^3+para1(2)*(Flow(r)-
Flow(1))^2+para1(3)*(Flow(r)-Flow(1))+para1(4); 
    Gnew(r)=Generation(r)-g(r); 
end 
     








   0,2,0,0; 
   0,0,1,0; 




    f(r)=para2(1)*(Flow(r+m2-1)-Flow(m2))^3+para2(2)*(Flow(r+m2-1)-
Flow(m2))^2+para2(3)*(Flow(r+m2-1)-Flow(m2))+para2(4); 
    Gnew(r+m2-1)=Generation(r+m2-1)-f(r); 
end 
      







for k=1:n %k is the interval index 
     
    x=b(k):0.1:b(k+1); 
    N=length(b(k):0.1:b(k+1)); 
    if k==1 
        for i=1:4 
            para(k,i)=s.coefs(k,i)+para1(i); 
        end 
    else if k==n 
            for i=1:4 
                para(k,i)=s.coefs(k,i)+para2(i); 
            end 
        else 
            for i=1:4 
                para(k,i)=s.coefs(k,i); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    for m=1:N 
        eval=evaluation(x(m),b(k),para(k,:)); 
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        sl(m)=eval/x(m); 
    end 
    [msl(k),index1]=max(sl); 
    mf(k)=x(index1);  








   
for i=1:m1 
    [eval(i)]=evaluation(Flow(i),b(1),para(1,:)); 
    residual(i)=eval(i)-Generation(i); 
    SSE=SSE+(eval(i)-Generation(i))^2; 
    SST=SST+(eval(i)-ybar)^2; 
end 
     
for i=m1+1:m2-1 
    residual(i)=fnval(s,Flow(i))-Generation(i); 
    SSE=SSE+(fnval(s,Flow(i))-Generation(i))^2; 
    SST=SST+(fnval(s,Flow(i))-ybar)^2; 
end 
    
for i=m2:j 
    eval(i)=evaluation(Flow(i),b(n),para(n,:)); 
    residual(i)=eval(i)-Generation(i); 
    SSE=SSE+(eval(i)-Generation(i))^2; 
    SST=SST+(eval(i)-ybar)^2; 
end 

























           
%%solve for the formula between the first two points 
g=zeros(2,1); 
A=[0,2,0,0; 
   6*(Flow(2)-Flow(1)),2,0,0; 
   3*(Flow(2)-Flow(1))^2,2*(Flow(2)-Flow(1)),1,0; 




    g(r)=para1(1)*(Flow(r)-Flow(1))^3+para1(2)*(Flow(r)-
Flow(1))^2+para1(3)*(Flow(r)-Flow(1))+para1(4); 
    Gnew(r)=Generation(r)-g(r); 
end 
             
%%solve for the formula between the last two points 
f=zeros(2,1); 
A=[6*(Flow(j)-Flow(j-1)),2,0,0; 
   0,2,0,0; 
   0,0,1,0; 
   0,0,0,1]; 
B=[G1;0;0;0]; 
para2=A\B; 
for r=1:2     
    f(r)=para2(1)*(Flow(r+j-2)-Flow(j-1))^3+para2(2)*(Flow(r+j-2)-
Flow(j-1))^2+para2(3)*(Flow(r+j-2)-Flow(j-1))+para2(4); 
    Gnew(r+j-2)=Generation(r+j-2)-f(r); 
end 
         
s = csape(b, ... 
Gnew'/fnval(csape(b,eye(length(b)),'var'),Flow'),'var'); 
         
     
msl=zeros(1,n); 
mf=zeros(1,n); 
        
sl=zeros(1,round(10*interval)); 
           
for k=1:n %k is the interval index 
    x=b(k):0.1:b(k+1); 
    N=length(b(k):0.1:b(k+1)); 
    if k==1 
        para(k,:)=s.coefs(k,:)+para1; 
    else if k==n 
            para(k,:)=s.coefs(k,:)+para2; 
        else para(k,:)=s.coefs(k,:); 
        end 
    end 
    for m=1:N 
        [eval(m)]=evaluation(x(m),b(k),parameter); 
        sl(m)=eval(m)/x(m); 
    end 
    [msl(k),index1]=max(sl); 
    mf(k)=x(index1);  










   
for i=1:2 
    [eval(i)]=evaluation(Flow(i),b(1),para(1,:)); 
    residual(i)=eval(i)-Generation(i); 
    SSE=SSE+(eval(i)-Generation(i))^2; 
    SST=SST+(eval(i)-ybar)^2; 
end 
     
for i=3:j-2 
    residual(i)=fnval(s,Flow(i))-Generation(i); 
    SSE=SSE+(fnval(s,Flow(i))-Generation(i))^2; 
    SST=SST+(fnval(s,Flow(i))-ybar)^2; 
end 
    
for i=j-1:j 
    [eval(i)]=evaluation(Flow(i),b(n),para(n,:)); 
    residual(i)=eval(i)-Generation(i); 
    SSE=SSE+(eval(i)-Generation(i))^2; 
    SST=SST+(eval(i)-ybar)^2; 
end 



















%%input: reservoir name + unit type + head + interval number + interval 
equally spaced or not 
%%output: plot of G(q) + G'(q) + G"(q) + G/q, parameter for cubic 
spline in each interval(para), EAOP(ans) and 1% efficiency 
point(range).  
  





while head(h1)~=Head && h1<h 















    ybar=ybar+Generation(r)/j; 
end 
[G0,G1]=secondderi(Flow,Generation); 




    
[maxflow,eff,e,para,SE,R2,ybar,residual]=eaop_index1(Generation,Flow,He
ad,G0,G1,n); 
    interval=(Flow(j)-Flow(1))/n; 
    b=[Flow(1):interval:Flow(j)];  
    no=0; 
    for i=1:n 
        x=b(i):0.1:b(i+1)-0.1; 
        N=length(x); 
        for j=1:N 
            or(j+no)=para(i,1)*(x(j)-b(i))^3+para(i,2)*(x(j)-
b(i))^2+para(i,3)*(x(j)-b(i))+para(i,4); 
            fd(j+no)=3*para(i,1)*(x(j)-b(i))^2+2*para(i,2)*(x(j)-
b(i))+para(i,3); 
            sd(j+no)=6*para(i,1)*(x(j)-b(i))+2*para(i,2); 
            avegen(j+no)=(para(i,1)*(x(j)-b(i))^3+para(i,2)*(x(j)-
b(i))^2+para(i,3)*(x(j)-b(i))+para(i,4))/x(j); 
        end 
        no=no+N; 
     end 
    x=b(1):0.1:b(1)+(no-1)*0.1; 
    
    figure; 
    subplot(2,2,1); 
    plot(x,or) 
    xlabel('flow(cfs)') 
    ylabel('generation(MW)') 
    tit=strcat('approximation generation function'); 
    title(tit) 
    hold on; 
    plot(Flow,Generation,'or') 
    hold off; 
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    subplot(2,2,3); 
    plot(x,fd) 
    xlabel('flow(cfs)') 
    tit=strcat('first derivative and average generation'); 
    title(tit) 
    hold on; 
    plot(x,avegen,'r') 
    hold off; 
    legend('first derivative','average generation') 
     
    subplot(2,2,2); 
    plot(x,sd) 
    xlabel('flow(cfs)') 
    ylabel('d2G/dq2') 
    tit=strcat('second derivative'); 
    title(tit) 
     
    subplot(2,2,4); 
    plot(Flow,residual) 
    xlabel('flow(cfs)') 
    ylabel('f(flow)-G') 
    tit=strcat('residual'); 
    title(tit) 
     
    %%find 1% point 
    [range]=point_1(e,maxflow,Flow,avegen,b,no); 
     
    ans=[Head;maxflow;eff]; 
     
    %%2.small interval at two ends 
else if index==2 
        
[maxflow,eff,e,para,ybar,SE,R2,residual]=eaop_index2(Generation,Flow,He
ad,G0,G1,n); 
        interval=(Flow(j-1)-Flow(2))/(n-2); 
        b=[Flow(1),Flow(2):interval:Flow(j-1),Flow(j)];  
        ans=[Head;maxflow;eff]; 
     
        no=0; 
        i=1; 
        y=b(i):0.1:b(i+1)-0.1; 
        N=length(y); 
        for j=1:N 
            or(j+no)=para(i,1)*(y(j)-b(i))^3+para(i,2)*(y(j)-
b(i))^2+para(i,3)*(y(j)-b(i))+para(i,4); 
            fd(j+no)=3*para(i,1)*(y(j)-b(i))^2+2*para(i,2)*(y(j)-
b(i))+para(i,3); 
            sd(j+no)=6*para(i,1)*(y(j)-b(i))+2*para(i,2); 
            avegen(j+no)=(para(i,1)*(y(j)-b(i))^3+para(i,2)*(y(j)-
b(i))^2+para(i,3)*(y(j)-b(i))+para(i,4))/y(j); 
        end 
        no=no+N; 
        for i=2:n-1 
            x=b(i):0.1:b(i+1)-0.1; 
            N=length(x); 
            for j=1:N 
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                or(j+no)=para(i,1)*(x(j)-b(i))^3+para(i,2)*(x(j)-
b(i))^2+para(i,3)*(x(j)-b(i))+para(i,4); 
                fd(j+no)=3*para(i,1)*(x(j)-b(i))^2+2*para(i,2)*(x(j)-
b(i))+para(i,3); 
                sd(j+no)=6*para(i,1)*(x(j)-b(i))+2*para(i,2); 
                avegen(j+no)=(para(i,1)*(x(j)-b(i))^3+para(i,2)*(x(j)-
b(i))^2+para(i,3)*(x(j)-b(i))+para(i,4))/x(j); 
            end 
            no=no+N; 
        end 
        i=n; 
        z=b(i):0.1:b(i+1)-0.1; 
        N=length(z); 
        for j=1:N 
            or(j+no)=para(i,1)*(z(j)-b(i))^3+para(i,2)*(z(j)-
b(i))^2+para(i,3)*(z(j)-b(i))+para(i,4); 
            fd(j+no)=3*para(i,1)*(z(j)-b(i))^2+2*para(i,2)*(z(j)-
b(i))+para(i,3); 
            sd(j+no)=6*para(i,1)*(z(j)-b(i))+2*para(i,2); 
            avegen(j+no)=(para(i,1)*(z(j)-b(i))^3+para(i,2)*(z(j)-
b(i))^2+para(i,3)*(z(j)-b(i))+para(i,4))/z(j); 
        end 
        no=no+N; 
        x=b(1):0.1:b(1)+(no-1)*0.1; 
     
        figure; 
        subplot(2,2,1); 
        plot(x,or) 
        xlabel('flow(cfs)') 
        ylabel('generation(MW)') 
        tit=strcat('approximation generation function'); 
        title(tit) 
        hold on; 
        plot(Flow,Generation,'or') 
        hold off; 
     
        subplot(2,2,3); 
        plot(x,fd) 
        xlabel('flow(cfs)') 
        tit=strcat('first derivative and average generation'); 
        title(tit) 
        hold on; 
        plot(x,avegen,'r') 
        hold off; 
        legend('first derivative','average generation') 
     
        subplot(2,2,2); 
        plot(x,sd) 
        xlabel('flow(cfs)') 
        ylabel('d2G/dq2') 
        tit=strcat('second derivative'); 
        title(tit) 
     
        subplot(2,2,4); 
        plot(Flow,residual) 
        xlabel('flow(cfs)') 
        ylabel('f(flow)-G') 
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        tit=strcat('residual'); 
        title(tit) 
     
        %%find 1% point 
        [range]=point_1(e,maxflow,Flow,avegen,b,no); 
  







%powerhouse function of economic dispatch 
clear; 
clc; 











    c=1; 
    while isnan(data(r,c))==1 && c<C 
        c=c+1; 
    end 
    if c<C 
        datanew=[datanew;data(r,:)]; 
    end 




%result store all the useful parameters(EAOP,eff,para,b) 
result=zeros(type_no*(n+2),5); 
efficiency=zeros(1,type_no); 
for type=1:type_no%%loop through all type 
     
    %%find the head for the indicated type in row r and end in row r1 
    G=datanew(:,1); 
    R=length(datanew(:,1)); 
    r=1;t=0; 
    while isnan(G(r))==0 || t<type-1 
        if isnan(G(r))==0 
            r=r+1; 
        else if isnan(G(r))==1 
                t=t+1;r=r+1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    r1=r+1; 
    while r1<=R && isnan(G(r1))==0 
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        r1=r1+1; 
    end 
    r1=r1-1; 
  
    H=datanew(r,2:C); 
    generation=datanew(r+1:r1,1); 
    F=datanew(r+1:r1,2:C); 
  
    %%delete NaN 
    head=H(1); 
    for h=2:C-1 
        if isnan(H(h))==0 
            head=[head,H(h)]; 
        end 
    end 
    h=length(head); 
    flow=F(:,1:h); 
     
    %%find flow for indicated head and corresponding generation 
    h1=1; 
    while head(h1)~=Head && h1<h 
        h1=h1+1; 
    end 
    i=h1; 
    [l,j]=delete_nan(flow(:,i),generation); 
    Flow=flow(l+1:j,i); 
    Generation=generation(l+1:j); 
     
    %%calculate second derivative at two end, G0 first point, G1 last 
point 
    [G0,G1]=secondderi(Flow,Generation); 
    %%EAOP 
    %%1.equally spaced 
    if index==1 
        
[maxflow,e,eff,para,SE,R2,ybar,residual]=eaop_index1(Generation,Flow,He
ad,G0,G1,n); 
        interval=(Flow(j-l)-Flow(1))/n; 
        b=[Flow(1):interval:Flow(j-l)];  
        %%2.small interval at two ends  
    else if index==2 
            
[maxflow,e,eff,para,ybar,SE,R2,residual]=eaop_index2(Generation,Flow,He
ad,G0,G1,n); 
            interval=(Flow(j-l-1)-Flow(2))/(n-2); 
            b=[Flow(1),Flow(2):interval:Flow(j-l-1),Flow(j-l)];  
        end 
    end 
    result((n+2)*type,1)=type; 
    result((n+2)*type,2)=maxflow; 
    result((n+2)*type,3)=eff; 
    result((n+2)*type,4)=e; 
    result((n+2)*(type-1)+1:(n+2)*(type-1)+n+1,1)=b'; 
    result((n+2)*(type-1)+1:(n+2)*(type-1)+n,2:5)=para; 
    efficiency(type)=eff; 
end 











    for i=1:type_no-1 
        SP_no=SP_no+i; 
    end 
    SP=zeros(1,SP_no); 
    for SP_index=1:SP_no 
        if SP_index==1 
            result1=result((order(1)-1)*(n+2)+1:order(1)*(n+2),:); 
            result2=result((order(2)-1)*(n+2)+1:order(2)*(n+2),:); 
        elseif SP_index<=3 
            result1=result((order(SP_index-1)-
1)*(n+2)+1:order(SP_index-1)*(n+2),:); 
            result2=result((order(3)-1)*(n+2)+1:order(3)*(n+2),:); 
        elseif SP_index<=6 
            result1=result((order(SP_index-3)-
1)*(n+2)+1:order(SP_index-3)*(n+2),:); 
            result2=result((order(4)-1)*(n+2)+1:order(4)*(n+2),:); 
             
        end 
        SP(SP_index)=switchpoint(result1,result2,n); 











    [x2,y2]=part_2noSP(result1,order,unit_no,n); 
    x=[x1,x2]; 
    y=[y1,y2]; 
    plot(x1,y1,'r') 
    hold on; 
    plot(x2,y2,'bo') 
    xlabel('flow(cfs)') 
    ylabel('generation(MW)') 
    tit=strcat('powerhouse function');  
    hold off; 
else 
    [x2,y2]=part_2(SP,result1,order,unit_no,n); 
    %part 3 
    result2=result((order(2)-1)*(n+2)+1:order(2)*(n+2),:); 
    [x3,y3]=straigut_part(3,result2,order,unit_no,n); 
     
    %part 4 
    if type_no==2 
        [x4,y4]=part_4end(SP,result1,result2,order,unit_no,n); 
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        [x3new,y3new]=change_xy(x2,y2,x3,y3); 
        plot(x1,y1,'r') 
        hold on; 
        plot(x2,y2,'bo') 
        plot(x3new,y3new,'r') 
        plot(x4,y4,'bo') 
        xlabel('flow(cfs)') 
        ylabel('generation(MW)') 
        tit=strcat('powerhouse function');  
        hold off; 
        x=[x1,x2,x3new,x4]; 
        y=[y1,y2,y3new,y4];     
    else 
        result3=result((order(3)-1)*(n+2)+1:order(3)*(n+2),:); 
        [x4,y4]=part_4(SP,result1,result2,result3,order,unit_no,n); 
        %part 5 
         
        [x5,y5]=straigut_part(5,result3,order,unit_no,n); 
        %part 6 
        if type_no==3 
            
[x6,y6]=part_6end(SP,result1,result2,result3,order,unit_no,n); 
            [x3new,y3new]=change_xy(x2,y2,x3,y3); 
            [x5new,y5new]=change_xy(x4,y4,x5,y5); 
            plot(x1,y1,'r') 
            hold on; 
            plot(x2,y2,'bo') 
            plot(x3new,y3new,'r') 
            plot(x4,y4,'bo') 
            plot(x5new,y5new,'r') 
            plot(x6,y6,'bo') 
            xlabel('flow(cfs)') 
            ylabel('generation(MW)') 
            tit=strcat('powerhouse function');  
            hold off; 
            x=[x1,x2,x3new,x4,x5new,x6]; 
            y=[y1,y2,y3new,y4,y5new,y6];  
        else 
            result4=result((order(4)-1)*(n+2)+1:order(4)*(n+2),:); 
            
[x6,y6]=part_6(SP,result1,result2,result3,result4,order,unit_no,n); 
            %part 7 
            [x7,y7]=straigut_part(7,result4,order,unit_no,n); 
            %part 8 
            
[x8,y8]=part_8end(SP,result1,result2,result3,result4,order,unit_no,n); 
            [x3new,y3new]=change_xy(x2,y2,x3,y3); 
            [x5new,y5new]=change_xy(x4,y4,x5,y5); 
            [x7new,y7new]=change_xy(x6,y6,x7,y7); 
            plot(x1,y1,'r') 
            hold on; 
            plot(x2,y2,'bo') 
            plot(x3new,y3new,'r') 
            plot(x4,y4,'bo') 
            plot(x5new,y5new,'r') 
            plot(x6,y6,'bo') 
            plot(x7new,y7new,'r') 
            plot(x8,y8,'bo') 
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            xlabel('flow(cfs)') 
            ylabel('generation(MW)') 
            tit=strcat('powerhouse function');  
            hold off; 
            x=[x1,x2,x3new,x4,x5new,x6,x7new,x8]; 
            y=[y1,y2,y3new,y4,y5new,y6,y7new,y8];  
        end 
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